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Dear Readers

It is our great pleasure to welcome you to Graduate School of International Studies (GSIS) 27th edition of the Gazette. We include reports of
student thoughts and ideas, conferences attended by GSIS students and
various events championing the Ajou community both in Korea around
the globe. Among the major activities covered by this edition, we report
on how GSIS students participated in the planting of trees exercise;
attended a work shop on green cities growth (the results of these activities which continue to give environmental urgency to balance economic
growth with significant environmental considerations). We equally observe the ongoing political frictions between the two Koreas by making
findings and recommendations for resolving long standing conflicts
threatening public tranquility, as well as analyses on military spending
and political maneuvers. Understanding the time value or our slogan ‘’act
now” as the front cover to this edition indicates, we also repeat the need
to respond to global environ-technological challenges for all our environmental satisfaction and comfort. We all must act now and to make
more actions now and in future actions. Therefore in line with the Gazette
theme of risks, insurance and resilience in the 21st century, we step up
this edition to look, among others, at the China’s resilient economy, and
how going more international impacting the growth of many emerging
states and develop states too. The cooperation format-echelon with many
Latin America and Africa states caused a mix river economic history so
far. This edition stems to analyze the issue of national social insurance
and other social insurance provisions to provide you, the reader, with the
opportunity to understand risk, resilience and insurance functioning. We
have equally solicited inspiration from the GSIS alumni and you can read
about their experiences as students and their new functions in the ever
providing world sharing knowledge and resetting your targets for the
best.

Vatnakoudom Samith
(IDC / Cambodia)

Yi Fang
(NGO / China)

Hans Tambe Ebot Eyong
(NGO / Cameroon)

You would also have noticed that we are “acting now” in this publication
to pay our respects to our many Nepalese students whose families and
friends were sadly affected by the massive earthquake that struck Nepal on April 25th (and the aftershock). According to the Nepalese Home
Ministry there have been 6134 fatalities confirmed while 13906 have been
injured. We extend our thoughts to our Nepalese friends and students.
We acknowledge the efforts of Professor Iain Watson, for guiding in all
processes of this edition. We also want to accord much thanks to Ms
Kyungrim Kim in the GSIS office for facilitating our editorial process. Finally, we appreciate you, the reader, for going through our pages and we
are sure you will find many diverse and interesting articles and exciting
events within our GSIS that are covered this time. We hope this edition
will meet with your aspirations and expectations.
Best regards
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The Clock is Ticking
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There is a paradox of global politics: the more
secure you are, the more insecure your neighbor is. This is because your security is seen
by them as an offense, an affront, and a threat
to them. So in response, they build up their
defences and the more offensive weapons that
they create (or buy) the more you will begin to
feel insecure or ‘at risk’. In response you will
build your defence capability which is seen as
a threat both by them, and to them. And so
on, ad finitum, a case of ‘you started it, no I
didn’t.’ You know the routine!. But in a way this
‘zero-sum’ scenario changed in 1994 with the
UN’s human security agenda. This said that the
more secure your neighbor is then the more
secure you are (and will be). Emphasis here
was not so much on ‘securing’ borders or territory per se but on securing individuals and real
people. This was a security for clean water,
clean air, jobs, health, education and issues
of social insurance. Yet ‘securing the people’
is also fraught with the dangers of ethnic essentialism and the exclusion of those deemed
‘not the people’ or ‘not of the people’. What has
been termed ‘environmental racism’ can often
be hidden in language and policies in what
appear to be liberal democratic environmental movements. After all, the term ‘demos’ is

Greek for ‘the people’ and the ancient Greeks
weren’t best known for their gender equality or
poverty eradication programs. So the question
is whether being or feeling insecure is necessarily the same as being or living with or at
risk? But do specific risks pose specific threats
to security? Or does actual knowledge of risk
then lead to greater insecurity or greater security and if so, for who? The political satire
film Dr. Strangelove pointed out the wonderful
paradox that having WMDs or a ‘doomsday’
machine is pretty useless if nobody believes
it or nobody knows about as ‘The whole point
in a doomsday machine is lost if you keep it a
secret’. But having new risky technology and
making others know about it can sometimes
be counter-productive especially if it’s too
new? Will others believe you? Being ahead in
technology can sometimes be limited if it’s
thinking ‘outside the box’ so to speak. Saddam Hussein seemed to take this film rather
literally. Does this mean that we may now also
need a different understanding of risk, such
as understanding who creates or exaggerates
risk, and whether risk is something that just
‘might happen’ or ‘will inevitably happen.’?
Are we succumbing to risks that we don’t even
know about yet or even acknowledge and recognize? Hence the current interest in policies
of accepting uncertainty, of those things that
‘we don’t know we don’t know about’ yet. This
is the transition from prevention to ‘preemption’. Preemption assumes that we live in a
world of guaranteed risk although this doesn’t
necessarily make us insecure. On the contrary
one response has been through what is known
as generating resilience or the ability to ‘bounce
back’. I suppose it’s a biological metaphor that
societies have stresses and the more stresses
(within reason) then the more that societies

can learn to cope and become stronger, in effect they have more ‘antibodies’ and immunity.
But then, many millions are saying ‘frankly we
have had enough of being resilient’, we want
some stability and fair wealth distribution, or a
‘of course we are resilient’ what choice do we
have (thanks to your policies!). The year 2015 is
the year of the completion of the MDGs, some
done, most not, all indicating the need for, in
my view, a thorough reevaluation of multilateral institutions and their leadership. There
is now a concern that risk and stress might
undermine any gains from the MDGs. There
is also a concern that ‘time bound’ urgency is
prioritized by those institutions and agents that
have been causing such problems. Likewise,
the well intentioned NGO irrigation project in
Kenya I heard about recently. This has been
happily irrigating land in the dry season and in
doing so trying to help local producers solve
food security issues. This has inadvertently
ended up in creating more work for local farmers who historically used this time to focus on
other crops for food insurance but now need to
overstretch resources, often to please the NGO.
The NGO has also unintentionally created,
through its dry season policy, opportunities for
animals to feed and animals that usually only
appear in the wet season but which are now
mating and congregating in greater numbers
during the dry season, creating more food security concerns and more pressures for local
farmers. Listen to local knowledge was the call
to the critics, and to enhance new agro-technology in genuine harmony with nature and social equity. Being ‘harmonious’ sounds nice but
not when those promoting harmony often have
a tendency to be causing chaos for everyone
else. Results based obsession can also tick the
boxes and get good grades but does not guar-

antee a proper understanding of the processes
and thus creates a subtle form of recipient dependency on those donors and NGOs with the
technology. Ulrich Beck once argued that we
all in live in a risk society where social, political, economic and individual risks increasingly
escape the remit of institutions of protection.
In the Rio 2012 ‘The Future we Want’ the usual
aphorisms of bold, urgent, ambitious action
(phew, I’m exhausted!) on the Sustainable
Development Goals clearly had its own view
on who counts as ‘we’ or ‘us’ stating ‘We, the
heads of State and Government and high level
representatives, having met at Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil, from 20-22 June 2012, with full participation of civil society, renew our commitment
to sustainable development, and to ensure the
promotion of economically, socially and environmentally sustainable future for our planet
and for present and future generations.’ This of
course would be nice, and if so, a sincere thank
you (no sarcasm intended). But maybe it’s all
becoming slightly unrealistic. What we don’t
want is ‘more of the same’. Institutions need
reform, its risky, but risks can be good or bad,
depending on….Well, maybe this is a risk worth
taking.

Professor Iain Watson
(NGO/IDC)
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In front of National Insurance, Who could ever ask for more?

Korea Long Ceased Fire Track’s in Reunification

With the high level of development, more and
more citizens realize that the guarantee of the
life standard should be defined as the mission of the government. In the meanwhile, the
states have to take this responsibility of the
development. Even though we could say, before that, everyone should be treated equally, it
sometimes depends on the different cases. So
the question comes, In front of National Insurance, Who could ever ask for more? Firstly, let
us talk about what the national insurance is.
It is national insurance where people receive
benefits or services in recognition of contributions to an insurance program. These services
typically include provision for retirement pensions, disability insurance, survivor benefits
and unemployment insurance. National insurance has also been defined as a program
where risks are transferred by an organization,
often governmental, that is legally required to
provide certain benefits.

For more than 60 years, the Korea’s cease fire
stands as the longest in the world’s recent history. There is continued complexity to advance
reasons for the difficulty in advancing peace
deals and/or reunifying options. Political and
military threats from both states, has geared
up pressure and tension from citizens, the other allies including America, Russia and china,
as such constrain corporation among the two
states limit genuine peace talks. The cease
fire ensure some political and social stability
within the two states while economic and developmental cycles keep revolving in panic as
stakeholders sustain fear for the unguaranteed
end of hostility as incalculable loss of goodwill keeps increasing within the international
community for the case of the developed South
while the North battle with more severe economic and political sanctions from the international community and partners. Emphasis
should be indicated that the North and South
Korea keep increasing their Budgets to support defense and Military related affairs. The
North Korean superfluous spending on military
related events has crushed down economic
growth within, and equally freezes developmental corporations within Asia and the rest
of the world. The Marine Corps Intelligence
Activity; North Korea country handbook MCIA2630-NK-016-97 [May 1997] states that “North
Korea remains world’s most militaristic state.
It commits roughly 25 percent of its GDP to
military spending; out of every 1,000 people, 40
serve in uniform. By comparison, the Republic
of Korea spends 4 percent of its GDP on the
military and 14 of every 1,000 people serve in
uniform.”Regrettably though, there are limited
reports on North Korea military spending and
economic progress chart. Again, the Republic
of Korea has incessantly increased her spending since 1970. According to the Ministry of National Defense (MND); defense budget needs
to be increased by 7.3% every year until 2017 in
order to adjust to the estimated changes in the
strategic environment, and to support the ROK
military’s flawless mission execution. The defense capabilities improvement budget needs

Article from
Gazette Editors 1

Yi Fang
(NGO / China)
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Secondly, looking up the definition of national
insurance, there are some characters as following. It is a program sponsored by government, the benefits, eligibility requirements and
other aspects of the program are defined by
statute, explicit provision is made to account
for the income and expenses, it is funded by
taxes or premiums paid by participants and
the program serves a defined population, and
participation is either compulsory or the program is subsidized heavily enough that most
eligible individuals choose to participate. And

as we know, National Insurance can be many
things to many people in many countries. But a
summary of its essence is that it is a collection
of insurance coverage, plus retirement savings,
that requires participation by all citizens. By
forcing everyone in society to be a policyholder
and pay premiums, it ensures that everyone
can become a claimant when or if they need to.
Along the way this inevitably becomes related
to other concepts such as the justice system
and the welfare state. But anyhow, National Insurance is not welfare. A welfare program pays
recipients based on need, not contributions.
With national insurance, the beneficiary’s
contributions to the program are taken into
account. The benefit component comprises a
number of contributory benefits of availability
and amount determined by the claimant’s contribution record and circumstances. National
Insurance has also become more distributive
over time as its structure has changed to remove the fixed upper contribution limits, albeit
with a much lower rate payable by employees
on income above a certain level. It has been
discussed that the link between an individual’s
contribution record and the remaining contributory benefits will be weakened further. As the
system developed, the link between individual
contributions and benefits was weakened. But
we still need to keep equal in front of national
insurance, even the government should really
play a very important role, no one could ask for
more.

to be increased by KRW 1 trillion every year.
This is possible because of Republic of Korea`s
spectacular economic growth permitting the
allocation of increasing resources to defense
throughout the 1980s and much of the 1990s.
The economic and social consequence as results is falling on the poor tax payers who pay
high taxes to the state and manage high cost
of basic commodities, social facilities and real
estate. The position of the Republic of Korea
has been of peaceful unification through their
ministry of unification. It is observe that unlike
huge armaments, Korean unification will shake
up regional order of economic and political
operations, the example of East and West Germany demonstrate advantages of economy
might and political harmony, a good example
to be emulate by the Koreas. How to arrive at
the edge of unification becomes the question
of all especially one people of separated Korea.
The Republic of Korea has been preparing a
series of conferences and advocacy workshops
through its ministry of unification doubts surrounds the preparedness of North Korea. I
think that as a sensitive marriage like this,
both parties need accept the gains of the union
and its consequences too in utmost good faith
before calling the members allies to applaud
the opinion. The Republic of Korea must also
be prepared for the long term advantages and
consequences too to make steps towards the
North. Once this is achieve all expenditure on
military budget and compulsory military training for Koreans young men will be reduced or
wiped out there will be better living standards
and improvement of social conditions to Citizens. Also the successes of this unification will
realign geopolitical boundaries and a revisit to
Asia history and world politics. I will propose
that this be started with cultural and peaceful
communication exchanges then, cooperation
in sports and economic exchanges, simultaneously with constant monitoring and adjustments to reactions of efforts. The political
utterances of both states must be genuine and
void of political propaganda.

Article from
Gazette Editors 2

Hans Tambe Ebot Eyong
(NGO / Cameroon)
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Just a Geopolitical Issue or a Global Risk?
The Case of the South China Sea Dispute
A recent 2015 Global Risk report of the World
Economic Forum (WEF) identifies a variety of
risks that the world has faced and will likely
face in years to come. Among those concerns
geopolitical risks in general and interstate conflict in particular are identified as the outstandingly sensitive issue which may lead diplomatic
relations between states to become more volatile and ultimately hinder security and development within various regions.

Article from
Gazette Editors 3

Vatnakoudom Samith
(IDC / Cambodia)
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Asked as to what global risk concerns me the
most, for the time being I do not think environment is the most sensitive one, because the
world seems to roll back its position, especially
the climate change talk, from its primary agenda. Otherwise we should have been seriously
more practical and active than that ‘consensus’
consented in the 2009 Copenhagen Summit.
However, this does not mean that I disregard
the environmental issues as risky for the today’s world. Though, I do just consent that interstate conflict is now the most sensitive issue
which shall hamper not only regional peace
and security development but also wider global
stability. In this article, therefore, I will briefly
draw the years-long South China Sea dispute
as one study among critical interstate conflicts
impeding the regional peace and security as
well as threatening to the global stability today.
The South China Sea dispute is the dispute
over both island and marine claims amongst
several countries including China, Vietnam,
Philippines, Taiwan, Malaysia and Brunei. It
is particularly a dispute on the overlapping
claims on the territory and sovereignty over the
ocean areas and the Paracel and the Spratly
islands which are known rich of natural resources and the very strategic major shipping
route. The dispute is actually not new. It has
emerged and remained unsolved since 1947
after China issued a map contradicting to other states’ claims. Since then both diplomatic
and military confrontations between China
and other conflicting states especially Vietnam
and the Philippines have been often on high

alert, and their marine forces clashed a few
times causing several deaths and damages
of a number of sailors. For instances, in 1974
the Chinese seized the Paracels from Vietnam,
killing more than 70 Vietnamese troops, and
when the Vietnamese came off against the
Chinese in 1988 in the Spratlys, they lost about
60 sailors. Controversially, the recent move of
China in 2004 drilling rig into waters near the
Paracel islands has led to multiple collisions
①
between the Vietnamese and Chinese ships .
The Philippines and other claimant states also
faced similar military stand-off confrontations
with China though there were yet as serious as
the Vietnamese’s.
So what is the sovereignty of states in such a
situation where several states lay in the overlapping sovereignty claims and especially the
navigational proclamation? One of the answers
I found particularly convincing is what Kenneth
Lieberthal, a senior fellow in Foreign Policy and Global Economy and Development at
Brookings, refers to as the state’s occupation
as part what determined sovereignty in inter②
national law . And this perhaps is not just the
South China Sea conflict but also several other
interstate conflicts, for example the conflict
between Cambodia and Thailand over the temple’s area and the recent Ukraine crisis, and
the years-long conflict of the Middle East countries including the Israeli-Palestinian conflict,
just to mention a few. Nevertheless, neither the
question of sovereignty nor the in-depth history
of the South China Sea dispute will be further
detailed in this article, because what more
important here is to now pay more attention on
how the interstate conflict grows a higher risk
in the regional and global stability.
This dispute amongst states over the patrol
of South China Sea lays an obvious ground to
the above argument. It, to some extent, provokes not only the confrontation between those
conflicting states but occasionally diplomatic
clashes between superpowers specifically
between China and the United States and its

allies including Japan and the emerging power
India. In fact, in 2014 when Delhi attempted
to take up Vietnam’s offer for oil exploration
in the disputed South China Sea, Beijing government warned Delhi meddling in its dispute
with Vietnam and India’s interference would
③
harm the regional peace . In addition, when
current Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe
expressed concern about the regional tensions
due to China’s unilateral drilling, China immediately advised Japan to stay out of a dispute
and required the Japanese to be more realistic
in protecting the regional peace and stabili④
ty . The same thing happened to the United
States when it denounced the China’s drilling as provocative unilateral, Beijing warned
Washington to stay out of a dispute and leave
claimant countries in the region to resolve the
⑤
problems . These cases can illustrate clearly
how the diplomatic relations can be fragile in
the international relations realm. Should either
India, Japan or United States fall its diplomatic
stand and gets trapped into this South China
Sea dispute against the Giant Chinese, how
vulnerable Asia regional peace and security
and the world stability would be? It is a very
critical concern each state must be cautious
when it comes to deal with the so-called superpower quarreling dilemma, especially as
the rise of China is so influencing in the global
order today.
Regarding dispute resolution, on the one hand,
as the world’s primary emerging power China
over years has preferred the bilateral agreement with each claimant country as a mechanism to solve this problem. On the other hand,
some other countries such as the Philippines,
Vietnam and recently Malaysia have favored
to call on the international meditation, hoping
they can have better leverage over the negotiation with the world’s most populous China.
Contradictorily, such attempts by the regional
group ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian
Nations) to gaze for solutions to the dispute
does not seem working but rather appears to
have left this regional bloc relentlessly divided.

For instance, the Cambodian Prime Minister
had been reluctant to put the South China Sea
dispute into the ASEAN agenda while he was a
chairman of ASEAN in 2012 and has reiterated that the South China Sea dispute is not an
ASEAN’s dispute with China but only an issue
between claimant states of a few ASEAN mem⑥
ber-states with China .
So, what comes next? Of course, it is very intricate to dig out the exact trend or direction
to which this dispute may lead, but probably
what could provide us better understanding is
the leadership positioning of China in settling
the dispute. Despite its primary goal to fight for
more energy power, given strong internal pressures from the Communist Party of China per
se, the Chinese leader definitely dares not to
comprise his position to give up perhaps even
a small amount of that of claimed sovereignty;
therefore, China will probably still stay firm to
its position in favoring the bilateral talk with
each conflicting state where obviously it is superior to its opponent. To this case, some say
the involvement of the US is necessary not only
to protect the interest of its ASEAN allies like
the Philippines but more importantly to make
all of other US’ allies confident in its leadership
positioning in securing security and stability in
the region. However, how far the US will get itself into this South China Sea dispute remains
unclear. In my personal view, if the US gets so
deeply into this conflict, it may not help much
but rather may create harsher confrontations
with the region and shall in some way pollute
both its diplomatic relations with China which
is not a good news to the global order, unquestionably.

① CBBC News, extracted from
http://www.bbc.com/news/
world-asia-pacific-13748349
② China Documentary:
South China Sea at the
heart of territorial
disputes, extracted from
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=g6yzz1_VZSQ
③ International Business
Times, extracted from
http://www.ibtimes.com/
vietnam-india-sign-oilnaval-agreement-amidsouth-china-sea-disputesangering-beijing-1715677
④ Reuters, extracted from
http://uk.reuters.com/
article/2014/05/23/uksouthchinasea-china-japanidUKKBN0E30PS20140523
⑤ Reuters, extracted from

In brief, according to the abovementioned, it
is convincing that conflict amongst states is
severely threatening the regional security and
development and shall possibly turn global stability in fragility.

http://www.reuters.com/
article/2014/07/15/us-chinausa-aseanidUSKBN0FK0CM20140715
⑥ The Diplomat, extracted from
http://thediplomat.com/2015/
03/does-asean-have-a-southchina-sea-position/
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My Life Journey: The Page of Academic and Post-Academic

Life after Ajou GSIS

Letter from
GSIS’s Alumni 1

Yanbing Yang
(NGO / China)

My name is Yanbing Yang, and my major was
NGO studies. I am currently working for an
Oversees Affairs Service Agency which is located in Yantai, Shandong Province. As an education project assistant, I am handling several
international exchange programs which send
Chinese junior and senior high school students
to different public schools in both UK and USA.
Two years study at Ajou GSIS provided me with
strong cross-cultural communication skills
and enabled me to work under great pressure.
Now, I can calmly deal with multiple projects
simultaneously.
Otherwise, my volunteering with Green Ajou
was a big learning experience for me. The organization, which focuses on raising student’s
environmental awareness, was launched by
Jordan (Munro), who is also a GSIS student,
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and I was lucky that he wanted to take a
chance on me. Actually, I learnt lots of organizational, planning, and scheduling tips through
several activities and campaigns. All those
skills served me well for my daily work. When
I look back now, study at Ajou GSIS seems to
have been an excellent choice for me. I quite
miss the colorful of an academic life and all my
lovely friends.

It was so tremendous to be a part of Ajou GSIS.
And, it is perhaps inevitable for me to mention
the experience of academic life in South Korea. First and foremost, I embraced a sense
of extraordinary diversity, studying and living
with foreign students from over thirty distinctive countries. Despite different backgrounds,
languages, thoughts, values, and cultures, they
actually possess a common friendship, which
is a new interesting page of my own life journey. In addition, my foreign folks were a warm
family of mine abroad. We were right there listening to resentments among us, sharing each
other stories as well as happiness, supporting
everyone on any matter, and having good times
during the stay in spite of homesick, depression, and workload. Plus, Korean people including faculty members and Korean students
at Ajou University were so down to earth and
incredibly helpful.
Culture shock, spicy food, and miscommunication in English are common issues faced by
foreign students. Living my life here was a socalled “up and down,” and looking at the bright
side was it made great demands one me. For
instance, since I could hardly cope with the
spice in Korean dishes(!), I started to cook my
own foods. It actually became one of my favorite hobbies. Meanwhile, I tried all Korean foods
to figure out which were my favourite types.
Significantly, I also realized that once I started to learn Korean language and understand
Korean culture, I was really comfortable to
the new environment there (Korea) and miscommunication became less relevant. Thus, I
strongly recommend fellow foreign students to
adapt themselves to that newly environment
and are willing to enjoy the existing diversity,
rather than keep complaining and ignoring.

I walked to the end of the academic path, probably. Graduation of a Master’s degree was a
pride. Yet another success was receiving a title
of The 2014 Best Thesis (ASEAN FTA: Bane of
Boon to Cambodia’s Exports) from International Trade Department. I have resumed my
career at the Ministry of National Defense as a
logistic officer assistant at the Royal Cambodian Air Force. In addition to my current position,
I am one of organizers for ASEAN Air Chiefs
Conference (AACC) hosted by the Royal Cambodian Air Force (RCAF) in September 2015.
Particularly, I am responsible for preparation
and revision of Cambodian Air Chefs’ speech
as well as official documents, to be sent to delegates of other ASEAN countries.
Meantime, I am taking my weekend participating in CAMKAA, an alumni of graduated students from South Korea as well as volunteering
in a number of associations such as FUSAAC
(States Alumni) and SYCA (Singapore Alumni).
The voluntarism is solely involved in social activities, briefly regarding educational workshop
and social-skill training. People have their own
inspiration and either do I. I get myself two
phrases for being exertive and determined. The
former is “I believe in miracle, and the miracle
is another name of effort”. The later is “Life is
a journey, not a destination”. Of course achieving goals sprinkles flavor to my life, and the
most important thing is the experience I have
gained along the way. That is the reason I love
to engage with young people, participate in social works, and believe that every action, big or
small, does count.

Letter from
GSIS’s Alumni 2

Him Sophal
(IT / Cambodia)
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Lessons from the past –
Environmental Degradation and the Collapse of Civilizations

“You can warm up for the study at Graduate
School of international Studies of Ajou University, experience Korean campus life and
understand modern Korean society and culture in advance before your admission to Ajou
GSIS”
Du Quing Quing
(Pre-GSIS/China)

“You can get admitted to Ajou GSIS through
the official admission process of Ajou GSIS after competing this Pre-GSIS program and the
credits you obtain from GSIS courses during
this program period can be transferred up to
a maximum of 6 credits to graduate study in
GSIS”
What is Pre-GSIS?
Ajou University’s Pre-GSIS is designed to offer a one semester study abroad program for
students who want to take graduate courses in
advance as an undergraduate student before
they get admitted to Ajou GSIS consistent with
his emphasis on global education, Ajou University offers a variety of courses taught in English
on a regular basis. This program is designed
to provide an excellent opportunity for participants to warm up for the study at Ajou SIS,
experience Korean campus life and understand
modern Korean society and culture in advance
before their admission to Ajou GSIS
Report
Hello, I’m Du Qingqing from China. Currently
I’m doing the Pre-GSIS program at the Graduate School of International Studies (GSIS)
which offers students specialized course such
as; Korean language, global leaderships &
ethics and cultural experience activities. The
most impressed thing for me is that I feel
gently treated by Ajou including GSIS staff, the
NUBI volunteer team and local & international
students, as I always get quick responses with
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smiles when I need help. In my view, Ajou is a
university full of vigor and many dynamic elements. In GSIS, I really enjoy the professor’s
teaching style, based on explaining, discussion
or debate and summary and featured by discipline convergences. I have also lost my stereotyping that Koreans cannot speak English well.
Ajou GSIS is a multicultural campus for real. In
daily life I can make friends with students from
over 30 countries, and we share our native
culture to each other through which I believe
my English skill will be greatly enhanced. In
the school cafeteria I can order foods of both
eastern and western style, in the dorm I live
with roommate from 3 countries. Studying at
Ajou GSIS is a really good chance to cultivate
one’s international horizon and way of thinking.
There are also many group-activities organized
to increase your own positivity and arouse
your passion for life. It can not only broaden
your eyes, enrich your knowledge but also can
sculpture your character. Now I live a happy life
everyday as I can do something really right and
meaningful with the aid of people around. Ajou
GSIS is absolutely the right and nice choice for
me to do my Master’s degree, so I’m now trying
to extend my real feelings and experiences to
all of you.

World renowned anthropologist, Jared Diamond, details the rise and fall of mighty civilizations in his book “Collapse – How Societies
Choose to Fail of Succeed”. His book covers
the rise and fall of the Mayan Empire, Easter
Island, a complex civilization in the South-West
of North America, and of Angkor Wat. In each
case the story is similar: over-exploiting the
environment leads to an unsustainable boom
and then to a collapse when the environment
can no longer provide high output. For the
people of Easter Island they cut down all their
trees and were unable to make boats to go
fishing – an absolute necessity for an island
nation. For the Mayans it was a complex combination of environmental degradation and poor
leadership; deforestation led to water and nutrient problems and the over-exploited the soil
yielded less and less food at a time when the
Mayans needed more food. The Mayan leadership focused efforts towards massive construction projects instead of directly addressing the
declining-food-production crisis.
Diamond lists several risk indicators that contribute to societal collapse: these include deforestation, poor soil management, poor water
management, overfishing, invasive species, and
overpopulation. He goes on to show how some
modern societies are at risk based on these
indicators – and obviously so. Modern day Australia has a population of about 23 million and
government officials have set 50 million as a
population target. However, Australia is a very
very dry place. In order to sustain Australian’s
modern consumption levels, estimates show
that the population should be only 8 million! If
business as usual continues in Australia, food
production will decline, water problems will
become worse and worse and even Australia’s
booming mining industry cannot be booming

forever. A decline – a collapse – is inevitable if
business as usual continues.
Australia is not alone. California will face agricultural disaster within the next decade or two
as salt waters fill up agricultural valleys. Pakistan will experience all sorts of upheaval as
population, production, and consumption boom
in an already overcrowded and environmentally
fragile land.
It’s all connected to the environment – to the
land that we live on, the water that we drink
and use to water our crops, and the air that we
breathe. The lands and the seas give us everything, and if we destroy them, then we will destroy our own societies. Amazing new technologies will help us to become more sustainable,
but until that happens, it is our responsibility to
be more sustainable. Every individual shares
this responsibility. To be more sustainable
there are three key things we can do: 1) Reduce
consumption; (use a mug instead of a paper
coffee cup, bring your own bags when you go
shopping, drink tap water); 2) Have fewer children; that’s right! In this over-populated, environmentally-stressed world having just one
or two children is the ethical and moral thing
to do; 3) demand that your leaders plan for the
future; a lack of foresight and planning contributed to the collapse of the Mayans and of
Angkor Wat; we must demand that our leaders
make plans and take steps towards sustainable
living.

Munro Michael Jordan
(NGO / USA)

If you want to do more and you want to help
make a difference right now, in the present,
then please support our environmental club,
Green Ajou. You can check us out at greenajou.
com, ‘like’ us on facebook and send us a message if you want to join us.
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details, we make a special interview with the
president of Nubi Ajou, as following
1. As the activity planner, please tell us the
reason why you want to offer this opportunity
for the Ajou GSIS, where most students are
foreigners.

Eun Chong Kim
(Nubi President)

The tree planting ceremony was held at April
4, Gyeonggi Kwangju, to celebrate my 70th Arbor Day. There were 42 Ajou foreign graduate
students and 35 participants. The event was
organized by the Forest Service and supported
by GSIS of Ajou University.
Ajou University students had planted more than
1000 trees covering on the surface of 1800 ms.
Surprisingly, this event will be a part of planting ceremony of Ajou University GSIS, which
consists of more than 30 nationalities, such as
Cameroon, Nepal, Pakistan, China, and so on.
How did the foreign students participate in the
tree planting event? That Nubi, who helps foreign students adapt to life in Korea, was planning a tree ceremony at Ajou University GSIS.
This is a meaningful event, not just discover
the culture or experience the tradition, but also
this event is shared with foreign students about
Arbor Day. So planting trees has a direct sense
in which they could feel be connected with Korea, where they study and they love. For more
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Arbor Day is a specified day in Korea to plant
trees which were mostly burnt during Korean
War on 25th June 1950 and also to save environment from current global problem and
issues. Nubi planned planting tree activity in
Gwangju, Gyeonggi-do with GSIS Office and
Korea forest service staff because we thought
that it can be really good experience for GSIS
students. Also Nubi believed that by volunteering and participating in this event, foreign
students can feel a sense of belonging to Republic of Korea. Lastly, Nubi think that it was
really memorable time for all participated GSIS
students and was a really good chance for students from different countries and Korean Nubi
students to share a special memory.
2. Let’s talk about the numbers now. How
many students participated in and how many
trees they planted? And why we chose Gyeonggi Gwangju?
In the event 42 GSIS students, 31 Nubi students
and five experts from Forest Service participated. The original plan was to plant five trees per
person, however because of student’s high enthusiasm and participation we ended up planting 15 trees per person which is 1050 trees in
total.
Gwangju is environmentally very important city
in Korea because 35% of the Gwangju is forest
and also many of Gwanju area is Green belt. In
particular, the area that we planted trees was
damaged area due to the forest fire in 2014
and we were able to recover corrupted nature
through this event. It will take few decades for
trees to grow bigger however, we believe that
we made a great start for future generations.

3. After tree planting, what has been the effect on this area? How to make sure that the
trees we planted could survive?
1,050 trees we planted were double checked
by the experts and will be continually checked
by them to make sure trees grow well. Arbor
Day was an official holiday until 2006, however
unfortunately it was abolished because the
purpose of Arbor Day was forgotten and not
conducted properly. However we still wanted
to celebrate 5th of April as Arbor Day in order
to remind not only people who live in Korea but
also many foreign students who participated in
this event about Arbor Day.
4. As we talked before, that day was a public
holiday which has been canceled since 2007,
but it is still a Day. This is the first time, do
you want to keep this activity as a special program of Ajou GSIS?
This was the first time for Nubi to plan tree
planting event. As it was the first event ever,
we had many worries at first and among those
worries the major was will how many GSIS student participate. However, we completed the
event successfully with numerous participants
and thankfully received many positive feedbacks from them. Since Koreans celebrate the
tree-planting day every year on April 5th, there
is a possibility that we will continue this event
as an annual program.
5. Before I say thank you, do you have speak
to people who joined in tree planting event?
Nubi couldn’t expect that so many people
would participate in this event with so much
enthusiasm and interest. We thought that there
were some issues during this event but we believe that GSIS student’s enthusiasm made this
event so meaningful and fluent. We would like
to thank NUBI and GSIS students who participated in this event and also GSIS Office and the
Forest Service for supporting the event.

Feedback
HUAYI LI (IB) China__
We went to Gwangju to celebrate the Korean
traditional festival of planting tree on 4th
April with Nubi. This is a student volunteer
organization in order to help foreign students accommodate to their life in Korea.
On that day, participants climbed a bare
mountain, sang traditional Korean working
songs and with the help of spade and shovel, trees were planted in premarked holes.
Students from different parts of the world
worked together to make the earth more
beautiful and during this process, students
go to know each other better and established good friendship. Thanks to Nubi, and
thanks to Ajou for providing us with many
kinds of meaningful and unforgettable activities.
Diana Vizcaino (IDC) Ecuador__
To the rhythm of “아리 아리랑 쓰리 쓰리랑 아
라리가 났네 아리랑 음음음 아라리가 났네” we
started to climb up the mountain where
we would plant life: new trees. “Planting
Day” has been one of my most memorable
moments in Korea so far. With creativity
and excellent organization by GSIS Office
and Nubi, this activity is one of those that
demonstrate that is possible to impact the
Health of the Planet if we start not tomorrow but now, getting involved and actively
participate with our voices and good energy.
Most likely, I will not be here to see how
strong and robust the trees have grown,
but certainly I am inspired to keep planting,
respecting, and connecting with “La Madre
Tierra” (Mother Earth).

Huayi Li
(IB/China)

Diana Vizcaino
(IDC/Ecuador)
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NGOs streamlining sustainable strategies to redress emerging
cities waste and population Management

Hans Tambe on behalf of NGO/IDC
London, Paris, Tokyo and others are cities that
have been planned but in consideration of the
organic growth of traditional cities. They have
their own ‘biography’. Unlike the post war city
plans, contemporary planning and renovations of city facilities such as excellent express
Roads, sporting venues and recreational modalities and considerations have been among
the recent worries of local government planners and NGOs in this domain. The best cities
were measured as to best use road facilities, a
proper re-organization or industrial sites, public illuminations and sustainable energy for the
continue management of waist and motions
that propel the city-life. Things seem changing
and fast, Many old cities now face the challenges of managing the growing population,
making sustainable carbon energy and the implementation of quality development (without
undermining the effects on the environment),
as well as the creation of none bio-fuel and
electric cars. A green and inclusive urban
economy now remains a growing business not
only for local governments but both the city and
the civil society more importantly the NGOs.
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The ICLEI World Congress held between the
8th and 12th of April in Seoul brought in various
world city Mayors and local government leaders for deliberations of major city challenges.
The conference was heavily attended by political leaders, representatives of transnational
corporations; international NGOs, and students
of the NGO/IDC department of Ajou University
at the conference site (dungdaemund cultural

park). The conference was opened by the Seoul
Mayor, Park Woon. During the four days of
workshops participants stay closed to presentations from the carbon resilient programs, the
challenges of population growth and migrations to the modern city, and the challenges of
sustainable development of Chinese cities.
Firstly, among many other hopeful proposals
and experience sharing, the presenters shared,
the challenges of City-Traps were analyzed
with emphases dwelling on haphazard builds
of Modern Cities and urban towns to reduced
possible risk of death traps during city infrastructure constructions. Cities with high toll of
deaths traps and other city risk were discouraged. Urban Rejuvenation and its sustenance
maintain as absolute proposals for poorly constructed cities as well as semi-cities centers.
However, the major difficulty propping among
cities remain the issue of transport and the
management of Carbon Climate, renewing
strategies as urban green growth and reforesting the city frequently appeared as proposals
for new green growth cities. A sure form is to
redesign Urban Agriculture to meet up with
food demand; restoration of city streams and
rearranging water facilities to reduced shortages and avoiding waste.
Secondly, other learning modules included:
mobilizing cities engagement for sustainable
cities, showing the pathways to low-emission
green and Urban Economy, moving cities from
ownership to accessibilities, the role of women

leaders transforming Cities and identifying the
rate of impact of cities as a global entity begin to be significant. Major cities could share
reasonable world power in terms of similar resources, population and goodwill. These actors
and stakeholders have been able to influence
global transnational corporation in decision
making in cities and urban centers. The local
political groups are increasing getting to include the mayors and leaders of major cities to
influence decision making and citizens during
major campaigns, election related issues and
tax driven policies.
Thirdly, NGO participation reiterated movements that ensure responsible societies and
cities, closing the gaps between the city leaders and the population, setting sustainable
strategies for implementation of new cities
module for mutual benefit as well as to monitor and evaluate results. A good new dimension
for NGOs to future in inter-city Governance,
programming and politics, was strongly recommended, not so much for local NGOs but
incorporating international Organizations and
public institutions. NGOs and IDC students of
the GSIS, Ajou University might improve their
roles as go-between city governments of their
own localities and elsewhere.
Regrettably though unclear differences still
maintained on the pressures on large and
small cities, resilient cities with local shortcomings, and the different needs of major cities and long standing history and experiences.

Conflicts’ arising from misinformation between
the Local government, NGOs and the community was another difficulty that was overlooked.
Most of the cities represented were from developed states with corporate and similar network
of interest it minimized the experienced of
cities from poor African and Asia states. Yet the
ICLEI conference of 2015 was an eye-opener to
developing countries and Smaller and underdeveloped cities to making provisions that will
cover not immediate needs but long distance
challenges so that we can also be sure of living
and working in green, resilient and smart cities.
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Local Resilience, National Insurance, Global Risk
The ability to protect and the ability to recover are two basic human qualities. This semesters Gazette theme asks whether these
are mutually exclusive, incompatible or perhaps increasingly mutually dependent. This seems strange. How can risk and shock be
good for us? Well, in certain dozes beyond our control, of course,
they can’t. We want to insure ourselves from such events. And
yet exposure to risks can make us stronger. This is resilience,
the ability in effect to ‘bounce back’. This was the title of a recent
study reported in Time Magazine (June 1st 2015) which argued
that exposure to calculated risks can actually change the physical
essence of the human brain. As the article suggested, resilience
‘is essentially a set of skills’ that ‘make it possible for people
not only to get through hard times but to thrive during and after
them’. Exposure forces people ‘out of comfort zones’. It can also
go too far though, obviously. Resilience has to be tempered with
empathy because we can’t be resilient all the time. Sometimes
we just want insurance and security, usually on our own terms.
The Gazette theme was deliberately chosen to link to these current global debates, as well as having increasing relevance to our
campus life in this troubling and exciting world.
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Cultural values deterioration as a global risk to increase of social
and political defamations: A snapshot of past, present and future

Gazette Theme
Article 1

Musasizi Joseph
(NGO/Uganda)
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Culture is a broad term but in this article it is
defined as that complex whole which includes
knowledge, belief, traditions, values, art, morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities and
even habits acquired as being a member of a
particular society. Whereas social and political
defamation are seen as all sorts of actions and
behaviors that are generally considered deviant
from the natural norms and values of humans
which are gradually increasing in societies and
politics of today. The increasing individualism
due to absence of cultural norms and values
has globally increased loneliness; stress; new
related diseases; suicides; immerging of many
extremist groups; short of care and empathy
for one another; corruption and subjugation
of minors and inferior groups such as child
sacrifices and displacement of poor people
by the rich and many others. It is worse that
the systems have made people to believe that
economic advancement is the only way to be
on top as stated in Adam Smith in his famous
book The Wealth of the Nations (1776) yet some
means of gaining wealthy contradicts with the
socialization norm and values which is the basis of culture.
Introduction --Culture in the past
Culture can be traced way back from the ancient period and there is no society recorded
in the current books of history to have lived
without cultures. Even though culture differs
by regions, all cultures had a goal of installing humanity within humans. Culture was not
only a means to guide human interactions in
the society but also how to relate with their
environment. When culture was still strong
societies lived together as one family and disputes were solved humanely. Culture involved
teaching especially young ones; the morals
and manners of living together in one society.
Culture regulates man’s conduct while satisfying his primary drives i.e. hunger, shelter and
sex, which enables him to maintain group life.

Culture, is the invisible bond which ties people
together in harmony and love for each other
(Buzzle.com 2015). Based on vivid evidence, we
can conclude that culture in the past was rich
of values, norms, morals which increased togetherness and hard work in humans and their
contribution to the current development can
ever be underestimated even though there are
many distortions of cultural values and norms
in the societies today.
The state of cultural norms and values today
As seen already culture has a diverse value
in shaping human behaviors and characters
which are major determinants of human actions. It is sad that globally societies have
gradually lost their cultural values and norms
which results from greedy for power and economic advancement.
According to UNESCOH 2001, culture gives
us identity; this means that our culture can
explain to others who we are and we work
together to promote “ours”. For that reason
it can be argued that, the current increasing
defamation in humanity such as violence by extremist groups, murder, corruption, and others
are resulting from loss of identity and greedy
for power. Additionally culture keeps social
relationship intact, because love and humanity
is the basic foundation of culture everywhere;
therefore loss of cultural values and norms is
the result of increased individualism especially
in western world whereby people relate more
with machines like phones and computers than
fellow humans.
Looking at “The Lonely Crowd Theory” by David
Riesman, divided societal culture into 3 groups
such as tradition directed; other- directed and
inner-directed. The other- directed - love and
feel empathy for others while the inner-directed- normally do not believe in socialization and
tend to focus on economic gain they assume

that culture is replaced by the idea of “life
style”. This explains leadership between today
and the past, whereby today people join leadership to gain power and economic advancement
to subjugate others yet in the past where culture was strong the intention was to bring unity
and harmony in the society. In one of our IDC
class our professor (Watson) emphasized the
issue of what political scientists Robert Keohane and Joseph Nye identified as vulnerability
and sensitive; whereby country A becomes
sensitive about what is going on in country B
especially when country A is susceptible to
actions of country B for example environmental pollution in country A affect country B too.
Solving such mutual problems is becoming
difficulty today but with cultural values present,
it is easy because humans are meant to differentiate between good and bad.
The estimated state of Cultural norms and
values in the future
Based on the increasing shortage of resources and resources being in the hands of few
individuals, and a bigger majority continues
to hassle for survival with the general perception that, economic success is the only way to
change our status in the society, any cruelty
against humanity is bound to happen for the
sake of economic and power successes. Many
argue that, people who believe in individualism
focus on themselves which limits their learning
from others and they find it difficult to solve any
social problem because they don’t care about
others’ opinions. This explains why suicide,
senseless street shooting, rape, terrorisms
and drug trafficking is on increase in countries
like Korea, USA, African , middle East and
south American Countries respectively. In the
future, this is likely to increase globally beyond
control if no measures put foreword to install
the original cultural values within people. Many
people suffer from social and psychological
disadvantages associated with having strong

individualistic values and beliefs within an
individualistic culture. This is because individualistic culture has smaller social support networks, lower emotional competence, lower intentions to seek help from a variety of sources,
and poorer mental health. A combination of all
these explains what an individualistic culture
can produce to the society and this may explain
why some people and groups like extremists
groups, rebel prefer to use violence than negotiations. Also, when we see leaders opting
to wage wars other then negotiation which
puts their nations at risks of death could be a
result of limited ability to seek help or poorer
mental health resulting from the influence of
individualistic culture. This is likely to increase
all the time because individualism is defiantly
increasing
Conclusion and way forward
Based on the current situation, we can conclude that, the world is at risk of experiencing
more problems related to poor socialization
values if there is nothing done to changes human perception about economic achievements,
the late Lee Kuan Yew, Singapore’s first Prime
Minister said “what people need to develop
is not democracy but rather discipline” this
means that a society of disciplined leaders and
members, democracy and development are
guaranteed. Organizations like UNESCO have
identified this and are working relentlessly to
reinstall cultural values within people globally
through cultural heritage and education while
universities like Seoul Women’s University have
started offering cultural experience courses in
collaboration with other universities in world.
Even though such organizations are in place,
the rate at which the problem is spreading
needs more of such organizations globally and
should work together with states and non state
actors, communities and individuals through
mobilization and sensitization programs especially targeting young children.
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Privatization of health care in Korea

Gazette Theme
Article 2
A while ago I watched a film with my wife. It
is titled <Sicko>, and is a documentary film
dealing with the issue of privatizing health care
in the U.S. The film begins by showing various
cases in which patients are suffering from the
private health insurance system in the U.S. It
focuses on 50 million people who do not carry
health insurance, displaying extreme scenes of
an unemployed person stitching up the wound
by himself because he does not have money to
go to a hospital, and a carpenter who had lost
two fingers but had only the ring finger sutured
because it costs $12,000 while the middle finger costs $60,000. However, the film <Sicko>
also shows that not only those not insured but
also those insured are victims of the privatization of health care. It introduces cases in
which a married couple live with their daughter
because they have fallen from middle class to
the poor after they both got sick, a child who
died while being transferred to a hospital that
can be covered by insurance even though it was
an emergency, and patients whose insurance
company refused to provide insurance benefits
once their medical history before surgery was
revealed.
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<Sicko> also focuses on the big food chain of
private health insurance companies. It shows
a scene in which President Nixon passed the
relevant bill in 1971 knowing that it benefits
private insurance companies. The film also

exposes the fact that private insurance companies are closely related to politicians. Pharmaceutical companies donate a great amount of
money to politicians, and the politicians pass
the bills that are beneficial for those companies. Once their term ends, the politicians land
the jobs as executives at those pharmaceutical
companies with high salaries, or work as related lobbyists.
To compare with other countries, the film director Michael Moore visits Canada, the U.K.
and France. He is treated as a weird man when
he asks how much it costs to see a doctor in
Canada. Canada offers free surgery for even
someone who has five fingers cut off; the U.K.
provides even the transportation expenses after treatment for the underprivileged people;
and France issues a four-week paid vacation
certificate for recovery after treatment. The
film shows the health care systems of other
countries that are completely different from
the world’s biggest and most advanced country
U.S. Upon returning to the U.S., Moore takes
multiple patients, including three ‘heroes’ of
America who participated in the relief operations during the September 11 attacks but
could not receive proper treatment, to socialist
state Cuba, which is regarded as an ‘enemy’
of the U.S. A woman who had been taking two
boxes of $120 medicine a month is surprised to
find that the same medicine costs only 5 cents

in Cuba. Moore visits the National Hospital of
Cuba and asks the staff to provide equal medical services with Cubans for the American
patients. All those who receive treatment are
amazed by the Cuban health care system. At
the end of the film, Moore returns to the U.S.
and argues that social responsibilities are required for health care, and the U.S. must follow
the good examples of other countries.
The U.S. is now showing active movements
led by President Obama to improve the health
insurance system, acknowledging the evils
of privatizing health care. However, Korea is
taking the opposite direction by promoting
privatization of health care, claiming that
for-profit subsidiaries of medical corporations
and remote medical service will vitalize the
health care industry and create new jobs. We
should not forget about the hard way that U.S.
learned carrying out the privatization of health
care far before us. As the gap between the rich
and the poor is becoming wider and wider, no
one would want to live in a country that does
not care about the underprivileged people,
who are sick but cannot go see a doctor due to
concerns over medical bills. Already the commercialization of health care is rampant, with
private companies running their own physical
examination programs. If the government proceeds with the privatization of health care in
full scale, hospitals will surely manage their

medical facilities with their greatest interest
in seeking profits. Canada and the U.K. are
countries that chose capitalism along with the
U.S., but they valued human life more than
anything and made choices for the public. As a
result, they have created a society where there
is nothing to worry about no matter who gets
sick.

Sung-Eun Kim[Jake]
(IB/Rep.of Korea)

One of the biggest issues of Korea these days
is ‘making the country safe’. Safety in terms
of preventive measures is also important, but
there may be various unexpected accidents
that make people visit the hospital. I hope Korea is a country warm enough to value human
life first, rather than forcing people to worry
about medical bills.
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Analyzing Global Risks

Gazette Theme
Article 3

Donatus Tekea Achu
(IB/Cameroon)
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The term Global Risk has became prominent
among contemporary Governments, NGOs,
Multinational Companies, and distinguished
scholars in diverse disciplines. Risk, the probability of contingent harm, defines the modern
①
human condition. Estimating such probabilities, taking measures to reduce the risks and
associated harm, but also putting in place instruments to manage the aftermath effects are
inevitable in all human communities. A Global
Risk is defined as an occurrence that causes
significant adverse effects for several countries and industries over a time frame of up to
②
ten (10) years. Stated differently, Global Risk
refers to external (environmental) risks happening outside of a country’s government and
industrial influences for about ten (10) years.
According to Ulrich Beck, Global Risk tends
to be increasing challenges facing humanity
created not by nature but by our own ingenuity
with negative impacts which go beyond the
physical, psychological, and methodological
③
borders of nations-states and nationalism.
In an attempt to achieve personal or general
goals, mankind has created some new Global
Risks. Consequently, he argues that the conventional insurance schemes in the global
market find it very difficult if not impossible to
manage these risks. Nowadays, for instance,
emerging technology tends to be the greatest
man- made global risks because sophisticated
weaponry and nuclear explosives have been
developed by many countries thereby promoting terrorism, interstates wars and global
④
violence. In the economic domain, The Global
Financial Crisis of 2008 stands out very fresh
in the minds of most stakeholders which most
critics argue that it originated from the poor
⑤
US Housing and Fiscal policies.
Assessing Global Risks is in the realm of probability and rational estimation yet uncertainty

lies in the background due to the complicated
nature of some created human risks. Whether
some Global Risks can be managed by insurance schemes therefore remain an empirical,
socio-economic and political critique. In this
context, the one million dollar question for
most Scholars is; how do we vividly conceptualize and quantify Global Risks? Nevertheless,
the World Economic Forum (WEF), Global Risk
Network (GRN), and Global Risk Monitor (GRM)
in collaboration with some Experts in Risk
Management provide some basic data for pol⑥
icy analysis. Therefore, the scope, industrial
relevance, uncertainty, socio-economic and
political implications of Global Risks call for a
multi-stakeholders’ approach in handling this
unwanted situation.
Every year, statistics about global risks are
classified and published by the WEF with head⑦
quarters based in Davos, Switzerland. As part
of its mission of improving global welfare and
sustainability, the WEF identifies, examines,
assesses and publishes a comprehensive lists
of reports from broad range of global issues
such as Global Risks, Global Financial Reports,
Global Gender Gap, Global Competitiveness
Reports, Global Governance Gap and Global
climate Change Reports. Such Forums produce
landmark reports covering environmental,
educational, and technological and standalone
industrial risks that seek urgent remedies from
major stakeholders. Thus, Global Risk happens
to be a “Real hot potatoes” to swallow for every
government, individual industries, contemporary researchers and people of all walks of life
alike, in the global market place.
Since 2004, WEF, GRM and GRN tracks the
evolution of risks in five key areas such as Environmental, Economic, Geopolitical ,Societal
and Technological domains using qualitative

and quantitative tools, and classifying them in
terms of likelihood and high impacts in the
global market place. In 2009, a total of 36 risks
were documented up from 31 in 2008. So far,
Notable Global Risks Reports include; Africa@Risk 2008, Europe@Risk2008 and Global
⑧
Growth@2008. Also, there are latest reports
from WEF, GRM, and GRN in 2013, 2014, and
2015. According to the WEF’s new Global Risks
2015 Report, in collaboration with over 900
experts from industry, government, academia,
and civil society in over 100 countries, classified the top ten global risks in two categories.

In descending order, top ten Global risks in
terms of likelihood and impacts are shown on
⑨
the table below.
From the foregoing, given the ongoing diversity
in technological advancements, environmental
structures, socio- economic endowments, and
geopolitical interests/strategies in the global
market, man-made Global Risks in particular
abound. In all, a concerted global action is
urgently needed to curb this ever-increasing
situation.

Global Risks in terms of likelihood

Global risks in terms of impacts

1

Interstate conflicts with geopolitical
consequences

1

Water crises

2

Extreme weather events
(Environmental degradation)

2

Spread of contagious diseases

3

Failure of national governance

3

Weapons of mass destruction

4

State collapse/crisis

4

Interstate conflicts.

5

Unemployment and underemployment

5

Failure of Climate Change adaptation.

6

Natural Catastrophes

6

Energy price shock

7

Failure of Climate Change adaptation

7

Critical information infrastructural breakdown

8

Water crises

8

Fiscal crises

9

Data fraud/theft

9

Unemployment and underemployment

10

Cyber attacks.

10

Biodiversity loss and collapse in ecosystems.

① Richard V. Ericson and Aaron
Doyle, Uncertain Business
Risk Insurance and the Limits of
Knowledge, Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 2004.
② http://reports.weforum.org/
global-risks-2014/part-1-globalrisks-2014-understandingsystemic-risks-in-a-changingglobal-environment/
③ Ulrich Beck, Risk Society.
Towards a New Modernity, London;
Sage, 1992; The Reinvention of
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